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region which corresponds to modern Sylhet and Manipur.
To add to our confusion, Ptolemy places at 5° South and
4° East of Tosalei, a city called Trilingon or Triglypton,
which he qualifies- as /WAeiov " the royal residence," and
which may very well be Trilinga, of which we shall have
to speak later on, a region situated in fa,ct to the South of
Tosah, rather to the South-South-West, along the Western
coast of the Bay of Bengal, in cis-Gangetic India according
to the division adopted by Ptolemy. The other towns enu-
merated by Ptolemy in the same paragraph have not yet
been identified : Rhandamarkotta, where there is an
abundance of nard; Athena godjon, Maniaina (Maniataia),
Tosalei, Alosanga, Adeisaga, Kimara, Parisara, Tougma
which is a capital (metropolis), etc. For the first of these
names a suggestion may be offered en passant, which may
lead to its definite identification by discarding at any
rate all the previous identifications which McCrindle has
summarised in an important note (Ind. Ant., XIII, 382).
" Rhadatnarkotta (v. 1. Rhandamarkotta). Saint Martia has
identified this with Rangamati, an ancient capital situated
on the western bank of the lower Brahmaputra, and now
called UdSpur (Udayapura,—city of Sunrise). Yule who
agrees with this identification, gives as the Sanskrit form of
the name of the place, Ranpamrtika. The passage about
NarA which follows the mention of Rhadamarkotta in the
majority of editions is, according to Saint Martin (Etude,
p. 352 and note), manifestly corrupt. Some editors
correct iroAW, /«wc^, into in/Act?, citiest and thus Nardos
becomes the name of a town, and Rhadamarkotta the
name of a district to which Nardos and the towns that
come after it in the table belong. On this point
we may quote a passage from Wilford, whose views
regarding Rhadamarkotta were different. He says

